
Araby

Extracted from "Araby" of "Dubliners" by James Joyce

Written for Screen by Sean Sawyer



1 INT. NARRATOR’S HOME 1

The NARRATOR stands in his new home’s empty house. Dust and

mugginess fills the home.

He enters the kitchen and finds old books laying on the

floor. Their pages are yellow and damp. The books are The

Abbot, The Devout Communicant and The Memoirs of Vidocq.

2 INT. NARRATOR’S HOME - LATER 2

The home is more friendly now. The narrator is at the

kitchen table and has just finished his dinner.

He HOPS off his chair and puts his dishes away, quickly. He

then BOLTS for the outdoor street.

3 EXT. NORTH RICHMOND STREET - CONTINUOUS 3

The Narrator is playing outside with the OTHER CHILDREN.

They run around making sounds of CHEER and HAPPINESS. The

sky’s violet hue indicates it nearing the end of the day.

The Narrator and the more ADVENTUROUS CHILDREN run off on

their own.

4 EXT. STABLE - CONTINUOUS 4

The boys run through a stable with horses. Mud SPLASHES as

they trek through it.

5 EXT. ALLEY - CONTINUOUS 5

The alley is damp and tight. Their laughter ECHOES in the

tight alley.

6 EXT. NORTH RICHMOND STREET - CONTINUOUS 6

The boys return to N. Richmond Street. It is now illuminated

in the dark night sky by street lanterns and the kitchen

windows. The boys notice the Narrator’s UNCLE turn the

corner of the street.

The boys SCURRY into the shadows and remain quiet. Uncle

paces the silent street and enters his house. At the same

time MANGNA’S SISTER walks down the street. She is a beauty

with brown locks. The boys all nudge and tap each other with

excitement from the shadows.
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She tries to enter her house but she cannot get in. The door

is half cracked. The small amount of light ILLUMINATES her

silhouette. She then begins hitting the door and it finally

opens up. Her older brother had been holding it closed.

7 INT. NARRATOR’S HOME- MORNING 7

The blinds to the front room of the house combined with the

faint early morning light, leaves a dark room. The Narrator

is kneeling next to the window and has the blind just

slightly cracked and is looking out of it. He is looking for

Mangna’s Sister.

When she finally appears for school, the Narrator quickly

grabs his school books and leaves for school.

8 EXT. DUBLIN STREETS - MORNING - MONTAGE 8

He follows her from the other side of the street and a few

paces behind. He doesn’t look directly at her, but can see

her with the corner of his eye.

BEGIN MONTAGE

He does this day after day. Small changes to the weather and

crowded streets with school children varies the montage.

The only time he comes close to her is when he quickens his

pace when their paths cross so he can be near her.

They never have a full conversation, but after time they

occasionally exchange greetings or wave to each other when

their paths cross.

Every day when he leaves in a different direction of her,

his smile and happiness drifts away and he is overcome with

depressing thoughts.

END MONTAGE

9 EXT. DUBLIN STREETS - NIGHT 9

The Narrator walks down a crowded Market street with his

AUNT. They each are carrying groceries.

VAGABONDS, DRUNKS and PROSTITUTES live in the darkness, some

try to interact with the narrator. But he does not interact

back. He hardly notices them. He is thinking of her.

He begins to think of her as silence overcomes the crowded

street. A monotunous tone drags over the montage.

(CONTINUED)
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BEGIN MONTAGE

1A. The Narrator kneels in a dark damp room praying, gently

and incomprehensibly saying her name. Tears are in his eyes.

2. The Narrator is dressed in armor, he carries a golden

chalice and CUTS down multiple enemies.

1B. He continues his prayer.

2B. He cuts more down.

3. He sees her off in the distance as she stands on top of a

green hill with the wind blowing her hair. He drops to his

knee. He drops the chalice and clenches his heart. She does

not look in his direction but remains looking off into the

distance.

END MONTAGE

10 INT. NARRATOR’S HOME - CONTINUOUS 10

The sound still drones on as he stands aimlessly in the dark

back room with discontent. The sound drifts away and changes

into raindrops pattering on the roof and windows.

He focuses on the only light in the frame, two faint

lanterns outside. The rain noise is slowly overcome with

echoes the voice of Mangna’s Sister chanting --

MANGNA’S SISTER

O’ Love! O’ Love! O’ Love! O’

Love! O’ Love! O’ Love! O’ Love! O’

Love!

SNAPS OUT HARD

11 EXT. NORTH RICHMOND STREET 11

SNAPS IN HARD

MANGNA’S SISTER

And why can’t you go?

She is gently playing with a silver bracelet on her wrist as

she speaks.

The Narrator’s discontentedness fades away. He is now joyful

as he looks at Mangna’s Sister. Her face’s silhouette is

illuminated by the setting sun. She hangs leaning forward at

a slight degree as she holds onto the railing with both

(CONTINUED)
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hands behind her. Her brothers are roughhousing each other

behind her.

MANGNA’S SISTER (CONT’D)

I can’t go to Araby. I have a

retreat with the convent. I have

always wanted to go to the bazaar,

I’ve heard it is wonderful. It’s

well for you.

NARRATOR

If I go, I’ll bring you something.

12 INT. NARRATOR’S HOME - NIGHT 12

The Narrator lies awake blankly. The droning noise slowly

awakes again.

13 INT. SCHOOL 13

The Narrator’s face of blankness is back. He sits in class,

but the droning noise has come back. The text of his book

repetitively says "ARABY" word after word.

The CLASSROOM MASTER walks over to the idling away. He

SMACKS stick across the back of the Narrator’s head.

SNAP OUT HARD

14 INT. NARRATOR’S HOME - LATER 14

SNAP IN HARD

NARRATOR

Uncle. I am going to Araby today,

remember?

UNCLE

Yes, boy, I know.

The Uncle moves to the front room where the Narrator peeks

out the window. He cannot today though, his Uncle is

blocking him.

Darkness begins to overcome the Narrator who stands in the

hallway.
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15 EXT. DUBLIN STREETS - MORNING 15

He walks to school in the cold brisk weather. She is no

where to be seen.

16 INT. NARRATOR’S HOME - LATER 16

The Narrator sits with food at the dinner table. His Aunt is

there but his Uncle is absent. He eagerly awaits his

arrival.

BEGIN MONTAGE

He walks through his house singing a playful tune.

He then finds himself on the top floor overlooking the

street. The Other Children’s voices carrying up and is

fainted by the closed window which the Narrator leans his

head on looking down at them.

He imagines his past interactions with her, despite her not

actually in the street presently. He imagines her

illiuminated by her front door at night...by the setting sun

leaning from the railing...her saying "Hello!" early in the

morning.

END MONTAGE

Aunt and MRS. MERCER, a much older widow, sit by the fire

place enjoying tea. Mrs. Mercer rises.

MRS. MERCER

I must be going, it is far to late.

AUNT

Goodbye, dear.

Mrs. Mercer leaves. The Narrator enters from the staircase

and sees his Aunt.

AUNT

I’m afraid you may put off your

bazaar for this night of Our Lord.

The Narrator looks at the clock. Nine PM.

The Uncle finally arrives and goes directly to the dinner

table. The Aunt serves him. The Narrator sits at the table

not speaking and nothing in front of him.

The Uncle slowly eats. When he is about halfway through with

his dinner --

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR

May I have the money to go to the

Bazaar, Uncle?

UNCLE

Oh, God forgive me. I forgot all

about that. The people are in bed

and after their first sleep now.

The Narrator is disappointed. His Aunt notices his

disappointment.

AUNT

Can’t you give him the money and

let him go? You’ve kept him late

enough as it is.

Uncle digs in his pocket and passes the Narrator two

schillings. He is overcome with joy.

UNCLE

All work and no play makes Jack a

dull boy. And where are you going.

NARRATOR

The Bazaar.

UNCLE

Do you know The Arab’s Farewell to

His Seed?

NARRATOR

No, Uncle. Thank you. I have to go

now.

The Narrator quickly leaves the table and runs out. The

Uncle begins to sing to The Arab’s Farewell to His Seed.

17 INT. TRAIN CAR 17

The Narrator sits in a third class car which is desserted.

He waits and waits for the train to go. Finally it begins to

move ever so slightly.

BEGIN MONTAGE

He observes Dublin as he rides.

The river they cross.

The crowded streets.

(CONTINUED)
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At a station, PORTERS are holding back a CROWD of people

trying to get on the train. They are not rowdy but are

swaying from being pushed around.

PORTER #1

Back!

PORTER #2

This is only for the Bazaar.

The Train pulls up to another platform to the Bazaar.

He is now outside lookign at the enormous building with the

word ’ARABY’ written across it.

He sees a clock. Ten of Ten.

END MONTAGE

18 INT. BAZAAR 18

He hands a schilling to the GATEKEEPER and turns the

turnstile.

Many merchant stalls are closed and the place is silent. He

wanders around the crowd and finds an open stall, the Café

Chantant.

Two SHOPKEEPERS are counting money. The Narrator can hear

the coins fall. A YOUNG LADY stands with two BRITISH

GENTLEMEN. The Narrator can overhear their conversation as

he moseys around the shop.

BRITISH GENTLEMAN #1

O, I never said such a thing!

BRITISH GENTLEMAN #2

O, but you did!

BRITISH GENTLEMAN #1

O, but I didn’t

BRITISH GENTLEMAN #2

Didn’t she say that?

BRITISH GENTLEMAN #1

Yes. I hear her.

BRITISH GENTLEMAN #2

O, there’s a...fib!

He holds a vase and takes a look at it. Annoyed, the Young

Lady moves over to him in a sense of duty.

(CONTINUED)
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YOUNG LADY

(Rudely)

Buying it?

NARRATOR

No, thank you.

She is now watching the Narrator closely making him

uncomfortable which eventually scares him off back to

patron’s walkway.

It is now Ten.

The Narrator slowly walks around. He is playing with the

change in his pocket. The small clinging of the coins echoes

in the Bazaar.

UNKNOWN VOICE (O.S.)

Lights out!

The building’s remaining lights begin to go out in the

bazaar. Soon enough the Narrator is standing in the

dark...gift less for Mangna’s Sister.

Rage begins to fill the Narrator. His face turns evil. His

head trembles and blushes red as the rage encompasses him.

He opens his mouth to scream. A loud PIERCING NOISE SHRIEKS

out.

HARD CUT TO BLACK


